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Alternative Art Rock Psychedelic, Reformist-Experimental. 9 MP3 Songs Shake Reformist Rock Shake

Psychedelic BlueAge Songs Details: Welcome to the BLUE AGE! ALEX WALL writes... "I wrote and

recorded these songs before 9/11. Ironically they seem to report the days and months after that event. (3)

Mighty Men of Old, (4) Angel Falls, and (5) Mighty Men of New, are especially spooky in light in the

aftermath of 9/11. The song (6) Timothy's Wilderness (a first person account about the life and death of

Timothy McVey) seems somehow to apply to all the bombings that have occurred since the one he

planned. "Originally, the first 7 songs were actually one, connected, song (Pink Floyd style). They were

subsequently split apart to make them into single tracks. However, I have had many requests for the

original 13 minute version of these songs--as one song. So, for a limited time I offer to send FOR FREE a

mini-cd, 13 minute single, without track breaks, to whoever sends me a proof of purchase copy of their

receipt from their cdbaby purchase of BLUE AGE. It's easy! Send your receipt to: 'Blue Age Single,' 504

Flag Pond Road, Saco, ME 04072, include your return address and I will send you the FREE 13 minute

version of the first seven songs on Blue Age (and I will pay the postage too!)...two cd's for the price of

one." [Don't forget, you can also write for free lyrics to any ALEX WALL cd, using the same address, just

change the first line of the address to 'Lyrics,' and indicate which ones you want.] "I would also like to

thank Jen Lovell for her spoken words (written by Meredith Sprunger) on the first two songs: (1)

Revolution #7 and (2) Stutter Fog. The song (8) Knowmad is a song recalling the times of my previous

album, KNOWMAD (also available at cdbaby). The songs (9 and 10) Viaking and PsyAttic---well, they

speak for themselves! :) Enjoy!" THANK YOU FOR LENDING YOUR EARS! ALEX WALL
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